Judge: Mrs. C. Mett

Rally Novice A  (5 entries)
1st  Faireview’s Stirrup Trouble,  B Coffield/J Keane/M Henning
2nd  Loch Cu Heddwyn,  N Adkins
3rd  CH Jansim Holly Roger JE,  A Robaczewski
4th  CH Faireview’s Roar Of The Crowd,  B Coffield/J Keane/M Henning

Rally Novice B  (10 entries)
1st  CH Tyneside True Grit AX AXJ SE,  G Hill/J Worstell
2nd  CH Wildwood Foxtail Barley,  A Neff
3rd  CH Jansim Toad In The Hole CD ME,  P Dyer/C Dyer
4th  CH Riverside Let It Ride,  J Hite/B Novak
Qualify  CH Lothlorien Norbury’s Miz Daisy SE,  J Chambers/D Moore-Lavoie
Qualify  CH Happy Hobbits Kiwi Rose,  J Huberman/R Bromer
Qualify  CH No Autographs Please AX AXJ ME EE2,  K Nelson/E Nelson
Qualify  CH Bandersnatch A Fine Romance JE,  M Pough/K Boisvert/A Pough
Qualify  Lorien Back To Bandersnatch,  M Pough/A Pough
Qualify  Ganymede’s Heartsong Desire,  L Hauenstein

Rally Advanced A  (8 entries)
1st  CH Bever Lea Where Therz Smoke RN NAJ JE,  L Singleton/W Singleton
2nd  Greywoode Coopers Hawk Il At Aldergate RN,  S Babcock
3rd  Wildwood Wayward Angel RA,  R Leist
Qualify  CH Otterwise Gift Of Hope Weehill RN JE,  J Black/C Black
Qualify  Wicklow Mist Along The Wall RN JE,  P Smith/T McCarthy/M Rohe

Rally Advanced B  (9 entries)
1st  Rooksgate Waymark To Aldergate RE TD JE,  S Babcock
2nd  CH Ottermask Choirboy At Topaz CDX RAE SE,  A Johnson
3rd  CH Applegarth Sorceress CD RE MX MXJ MJ PAX2 NFP ME,  M Oppermann/J Amidon/C Peebles
4th  CH L’Dickens Bandersnatch Devilry CD RN SE,  M Pough/A Pough
Qualify  Otley’s Frolic In The Rain RA,  M Owens
Qualify  CH Wildwood Moonlit Touch-Me-Not CD RE NA OAJ JE,  A Leist/J Hite/A Neff
Qualify  Norbury Brendans Teazle CD RA,  G McCullagh/J McCullagh/J Chambers
Qualify  CH Hideways Sensible Dragonmouth RE NA AXJ NF,  L Sprando/L Looper

Rally Excellent A  (5 entries)
1st  Tyneside Thistle Arwen Beloved RA,  D Willett
2nd  CH Stonecroft Raising A Tallyho RA SE,  J Todd

Rally Excellent B  (13 entries)
1st  CH Ottermask Choirboy At Topaz CDX RAE SE,  A Johnson
2nd  CH Wildwood Moonlit Touch-Me-Not CD RE NA OAJ JE,  A Leist/J Hite/A Neff
3rd  Shivaree Jansim Eureka CD RA,  P Sahiner/M McCarthy
4th  Applegarth Half-Baked Ziti CD RA AX MXJ,  N Henderson/A Henderson
Qualify  CH Wildwood Butterbur RE OA AXJ,  A Neff
Qualify  MACH Sunkist Smoke And Mirrors CD RA NAP NJP MXF TQX SE,  B Rosen/H Haydon/M Ikard
Qualify  CH Ruron’s Flash Bobik CD RA MX MXJ AXP AJP NF NFP SE,  M Christie/J Christie/R Sebastiani/R Sebastiani
Qualify  CH Hideways Sensible Dragonmouth RE NA AXJ NF,  L Sprando/L Looper
Qualify  Wildwood Red Poppy RE NAJ,  A Neff
Qualify  Tucker Sheridan-Moore CD RA NA NAJ,  J Sheridan-Moore/Q Moore